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About the Book
Hello!

Five pages of Search Angels
who will help searching for free
 Public records requests form
 Court house records
 Where to mail Waivers and
Requests for Non-id info
 Examples of Search Letters
 23 pages of search tips
 Reunion Registry listings
 Legal documents templates


I would very much like to be
able to check this book out of
your library.
I have asked the publisher to
provide the details for your
review.
If this book meets with your
approval, please consider
purchasing it for your location
so I can check it out.
Thank you!

Reviews:
“The search for a birth family
can be daunting, but Brown
believes that no one should
be denied the right to his
birth information because it
may inconvenience someone
else. As she says, “Whether
good or bad, let them find
their answers.” As a search
tool, this handbook is
indispensable.” —Foreword
Magazine
“A 133-page compendium of
sound information, practical
instructions, and real-world
advice, “Birth Family
Searches Made Easier” truly
lives up to the promise of its
title. Simply stated,
“Adoption Records Handbook” should be a part of the
reference collections of every
community library in the
country. —Midwest Reviews,
Small Press Book watch –
Reviewers Choice

About the Author
Teresa Brown is the author of
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